CHARLES MORAZÉ

p.

The rôle of logic in event and expression*

Events may occur though words are not exchanged: a battle has an outcome
when the din prevents any speech being heard, or close relationships between
a group of people may change though they are silent. In these instances
everything depends on the perception of images, appealing to all the senses,
summoning up courage or stirring fear, evoking in turn trust and mistrust.
The result sprin gs from a complex process which operates at the deepest
roots of feeling, in a way which still defies analysis; but it is also true, particularly after the event, that the unexpected is not totally inexplicable. The
prevent as it unfolds is new, yet it is still woven in with the threads of the past.
The permanent residue of experience serves as a necessary reference point
suggesting or rather necessitating a comparison between actual events and
the events which were conceivable.
Actual events can therefore be treated as a sub-set chosen from a set of
possible events, certain of which, having occurred, prevent others from ever
coming about: if he is dead, M. de La Palisse is no longer clive. The existence
of a system of latent antitheses is shown up as the system simplifies and
becomes apparent. It should be possible therefore to discover in any event
the effects of at least one logical principle: that of non-contradiction.
This principle seems to be violated in certain symbolic systems of expression, particularly in mathematics, which is nevertheless hcld to be the most
rational system of all. In this case, history teaches us to treat the antithesis
between the possible and the impossible with circumspection. For instance,
until the 16th century no square number could be negative; and then it became
necessary to admit the existence of such negative squares, which were ealled
in succession impossible, imaginary, or complex numbers, the names showing
how familiarity with these numbers progressed through two or three centuries.
* Translated by Paul Bratley from "Logique et histoire dans l'événement et l'expression",
L'homme 8 (2), 1968, pp. 19-35. This text is one of the several studies announced by the
author at the end of the prologue of La logique de l'histoire, Paris, Gallimard, 1967.
Soc. Sei. Inform. 8 (5), pp. 129-145.
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More than a thousand years earlier it had been necessary to admit the existence
of irrational numbers, that is to say of fractions whose denominators were
both even and odd at once. These contradictions which have been overcorne, and many others like them, belon g, to the most abstract realms of operational language. Not one of them has seriously disturbed the fundamental
certainties of genuine experience, which distinguish without ambiguity between
life and death, love and hate.
There exist consequently different levels of logic, eaQh with particular
properties, in no ways idcntified yet intuitively interdependent, though in a
complex manner. Among there levels there must exist one which is appropriate for ordinary language, which is certainly nearer to the language of
images than are the operational languages. If someone tells us of the death
of a person dear to us, the news, even if it is subscquently proved false, is
the more upsetting (or, more colloquially : stunning) the less we are prepared
for it. In this case the announcement serves as an event. Besides, how many
events are set in train or are brought to an end by words! It is not because of
its form (its meaning) that a word bas effect: however rapidly meaning may
be carried, it must pass through the domain of images. The message conveys
a scene which has been described, makes from it a scene which has been understood, and serves as the prelude to a scene actually experienced. Now all
scenes take place in ordinary three-dimensional space (which can be reduced
to a plane by a rectilinear representation). Their appearance is therefore
necessarily subordinated to the requirements of spatial logic.
In other words, the correlations between the logics proper to action, to
description, to pictures, and to ordinary language must be relatively easy
to perceive. According to genetic psychology, they would be revealed by
action to become thon essentially bound up in any expression: they would
underlie our words.
These propositions are not self-evident truths: they have been contested.
But to agree to them is to allow the existence of a certain number of singularly
arresting logical experiments of a kind which can furnish a suitable guideline to historical investigation. The points thus established experimentally,
which will be elaborated in this and subsequent papers, are the following:
— Intelligence is the completion of an apprenticeship giving mastery of
certain reversible abstract operations;
— These operations correspond to models, at least some of which can be
inscribed in three-dimensional space subject to rigourously obeyed geometrical constraints;
— These same models can bc represented by figures in a plane, not geometrically constrained, but coloured;
— Reductions of a geometric model from three dimensions to two, or in a
plane the need to employ four colours instead of two, correspond to exceptional logical situations resulting from a surprising event.
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The first of these propositions will here be taken for granted. It will be
sufficient to refer in this connection to the results suggested by experimental
genetic psychologists, systematized where necessary by the logicians who work
along with them. We shall perhaps have occasion later on to examine the
methodoloical implications of this work.
The remaining three propositions will be the subject of several studies, of
increasing difficulty, though following one from another. This at least is in
accordance with our current thinking, a summary of which can be found in
La logique de l'histoire. This present paper, the first and simplest of these
studies, is presented in a completely abstract way, postponing remarks concerning certain implications and applications (particularly historical) of the theory
to comments, or rather provisional outlines, presented in the appendices.
The reader with no taste for abstraction may now turn immediately to the
examples given in paragraph VII and in appendices III and IV.
The arguments presented at the beginning of this paper will seem pointless
to anyone who does not study them sufficiently to draw the natural conclusions. Similarly, these conclusions will seem improbably sweeping to someone
who has treated the preliminaries simply as everyday remarks. The same
rigorous approach is necessary throughout: it justifies the choice of assertions
borrowed from authors shaped to the necessities of concrete experimentation.
The effort required to maintain this rigour at a constant level is such that,
according to the subject, it may seem either needlessly precise, or else too
relaxed.

1. A rational structure for the expression of actual experience
"If, when I have established a point relative
to one of the four corners of a subject, my
pupil does not draw for himself the conclusions
relative to the other three, I do not pursue
the topic."

Confucius

Jean Piaget underlines, on several occasions and in several ways, the importance he ascribes in the logical equilibrium of intelligence to the structure
whose vertices represent propositions of the following four types: identities,
negatives, reciprocals, and correlatives. These are such that:
N. R
C; C.R N ; N. C = R; N.R.0 — I.
This commutative group implies three relationships: negation, reciprocation,
and correlation, each appearing twice in the figure used to represent the group
(cf. appendix I).
We note furthermore that or and but must each appear twice in the figure,

but that the and-relations can be subdivided into and in the strict sense
and nor. On this account four conjunctions are located on the diagram.
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We should add that these conjunctions may be incompatible between
themselves: and can have the sense of but, while or (exclusive) cannot be identified with and (inclusive). It is therefore necessary to distinguish in this
system of coordinations the simple relations A and B, A or B, from the relations which fix and with respect to or. In what follows we shall use the term
relationship for the former, and the term relation for the latter.
The commutative group mentioned above is most rich when it is established
between combinations of propositions, such as, for example, an isosceles
triangle has two equal angles (which includes a reciprocal statement), and the
sum of the angles of an isosceles triangle is 180 degrees (which includes a
reciprocal statement only if it is qualified by a "maybe") (cf. appendix I).
But it is sufficient for this introduction to consider the simplest case of the
type:
I Romeo loves Juliet
N Romeo does not love Juliet
R Juliet loves Romeo
C Juliet does not love Romeo
coordinated by 1 or N; I and R; I but C; R but N; R or C; N nor C.
It is evident that these four sentences cannot all be true. The group INRC
has therefore only a virtual existence. To make this notion of virtual
existence more precise, let us consider the results of a purely deductive
analysis of the group. It tells us that I and R, N and C cannot be true
at the same time; and besides, that if I,N,R, and C are supposed in succession
to be true, then the relations I, RC; N, RC; C, IN; R, IN are exclusion relations. The six impossibilities we have written down do not really teach us
anything. However, they establish, particularly between I and C, an identity
of structure which is incompatible with the necessity to distinguish as true at
least one proposition. The virtual existence of IN RC in which no incompatibility is evident thus differs from the deduced existence of INRC in which
six incompatibilities have been noted. To pass to a real expression it is
necessary in the first case to add, and in the second case to remove, at least
one exclusion relation. The group in its second form will be called saturated.
Let us now consider how the non-saturated group passes from the virtual
state to the real. The statement I expresses a first item of experience, of
which Romeo is the subject. It logically implies the exclusion of N. It
presents the possibility either of R or of C but not of botte; thus a negative
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relation appears for the first Lime. Furthermore, whichever of the relationships and or but is chosen as positive, the other will necessarily be negative or
an exclusion relationship like or, which implies that there exists a second
negative relation. The position of this second relation can only be decided
by Juliers experience, which has the effect of making real, given either the
existence of the relationship and, or that of but. History presents us with
an answer which completes the setting-up of the following order of determined
exclusions:
IN; I, RC; I, NC; IC.
The first relationship expresses an experience, the first relation a deduction,
the existence of the second relation is deduced but its position is determined
by experiment, while the second exclusion relationship is entirely determined
by experiment.
This fundamental result can bc simplified as follows: at the point I of the
group INRC under consideration
1) The passage from the virtual to the real is expressed by the designation
of additive incompatibilities,
2) The order of designation is not arbitrary, but is defined by the table
below, which also indicates the way in which each designation is confirmed.
Order

Relationships

Relations

Confirmation

0

0

0

axiomatic

1

1

1

induced

2

1

1

deduced

j

ti

3

1

2

deduced

4

2

2

induced

This table neglects the effects of the first option or on the position of the
second relation. Nor does it tell us anything about the eventual order of
appearence of the last two incompatibilities among the relations and relationships joined at the point
which are six in all.

2. Graphical representation
Let A be a node of a graph with four ordered nodes ABCD. We shah]. call
any arc leaving A, such as AB, a relationship, and a relationship of relationships
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such as AB AC, a relation. It will also be assumed that the graph can be
represented by a diagram.
The node A supports three relationships and three relations, all to be found
in the following three figures:

i

C

A D

A D

A

C B

B C

B D

where a relationship is indicated by a crossing of the point at which the two
unes composing each figure meet, and a relation is indicated by the adjacency
of one sector with two others.
The ensemble A may be shown by the following figure:

This figure is composed of three lines, not necessarily straight, but such that
there are three intersections of the three unes taken in pairs.
The sector A, which is special, is distinguished from its surroundings by
being coloured, black say, against the white background BCD. To distinguish all the parts of the figure using the same procedure requires two other
colours, B being blue and C red for instance, since D may be left white, the
colour of the background. This background colour is the first which is
found in the surroundings of A before it is coloured, although at the end of
the colouring procedure it remains only as the colour assigned to the last
sectors D. Under these conditions, the marking out of relationships and
relations in I, II, and III will appear as work proceeds in the order:
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Colours

Order
of
vertices

of
elements

white (ground)

black

(blue)

0

0

X

X

—

white (ground)

black

(blue)

X
X

X

X
white (ground)

black

blue

X

X
X

X

black
X
X

I

II

1
2

3
4

white (ground)
III

5
6

(red)
—
(red)

—

—
red

—

X

—

blue

red

remaining white

X

X

X

It is worth payinç,, some attention to this table. By reference to our proposai
it may be summarized thus:
Order Relationships Relations
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

A,B
A,CD
A,DB
A,C
A,D
A,BC

3. The graph of verbal expression
The order imposed on the colouring of the graph for three relationships
and three relations is, for stages 0 to 4, the same as the order imposed by the
coordination of expressions in the group IN RC.
One might ask what becomes in this group of the problem of the second
exclusion relation and of the last two stages which have not been considered.
The answer to the first question lies in the fact that the choice between
blue and red is second, necessarily preceded by the choice between white
(the background) and black (the identity).
To answer the second question it is sufficient to consider the case when I
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contains neither a reciprocal nor a correlative. Ail the relationships are
exclusion relationships. If the meanings of the things related are not altered,
then neither are the meanings of the relations. We thus obtain:
Order
5

Relationships Relations
3

2

There is now only one remaining possibility, namely to take account of the
meanings of the relations:
Order
6

Relationships Relations
3

3

This represents the sentence "Romeo loves Juliet (unconditionally)";
it expresses the result of a progressive experiment, conducted according to
criteria which are rational, but which are only made explicit by actual experience.
4. Rational conditions in three-dimensional space
The question we must answer is therefore the following: can it be considered
that the conditions allowing the progressive construction of the graph are those
of three-dimensional Euclidean space?
Let us interpret the results given above in the light of the meaning of the
conjunctions. They will be presented in the form:

Or

N
It should also be noted that N and C are excluded from the final statement,
which also means that the use of the conjunction and prevents the use of
but and of or. We shall use obtuse angles (indicated below by an arc) to
represent these exclusions. If the acute angle (not marked with an arc) is
taken to mean inclusion, then it will be possible to draw the figure in a Euclidean plane provided that only the relations are marked.
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This property is conserved if the angle CIN is obtuse, that is to say regardless of whether but is considered as inclusive or exclusive. In this case the
ambiguity does not affect the logic.
If the proposition I is independent, then the three relationships IN, IR, and
IC in the figure are not subject to any geometrical conditions. The plane
nature of the figure is therefore not affected. On the other hand, the problem
becomes much more complex if it is necessary to distinguish between inclusion
relationships and exclusion relationships. The step to be taken is suggested
by the study of the logical correspondences between relations and angles.
In fact, if all the relations were inclusions, as in the case of the virtual
unsaturated graph IN RC, which allows all the possibilities at once, then all
the angles of the corresponding geometric fi gure would be acute. The figure
can no longer be drawn in a plane, but only in a three-dimensional space,
in which it becomes a trihedral. On this account the relationships would
appear to correspond to dihedrals. But the angles between the latter, whether
acute or obtuse, do not signify inclusion or exclusion with respect to the
points I, N, R, and C, but with respect to the planes containing the angles
representing these relations.
At this stage of the argument, two points must be considered:
1) The passage from the virtual state to the real state of an expression based
on the graphical model INRC is the passage from a figure in space to a figure
in the plane provided that the resulting proposition is independent.
We should mention in passing a point to which it will be necessary to
return later: the passage from the saturated group INRC to the same group
in the virtual non-saturated state implies the transformation from a nonEuclidean to a Euclidean figure.
2) Before undertaking the study of the correspondences between the angles
and dihedrals of a trihedral with the conjunctions or, and, nor, and but, and
the propositions I, N, R, and C, let us verify that the order of appearance
of the obtuse elements of the trihedral is in fact the same order as that of the
additive incompatibilities noted in the first three paragraphs of the present
study.
Now in fact the order of introduction of obtuse elements into the dihedrals
D and the faces F of a trihedral must be the following:
Order

D

0
1
2

0
1
1

0

3
4
5

1
2
3
3

2
2

6

1
2
3

This order is compatible with that marked out above at the end of the remarks
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about the group INRC and about the 4-node graph represented by colourings
of the plane.
This compatibility suggests that we study the conditions under which one
may identify an element of discourse and an element of the trihedral. Naturally, the sense and will correspond to an acute-angled dihedral; the sense
or to an obtuse-angled dihedral. But then the significations of points of the
graph become those of faces of the trihedral. Now both graph theory and
geometry allow this substitution (the interpretation of the theorems which
permit the substitution will be considered later).
The figure which corresponds to case 4 (or 5) Chus becomes:
negative proposition
excluded

negative proposition
excluded

affirmative proposition
admitted

where ail the properties indicated above relative to the order of appearance
of the excusions are preserved.
Note:
I) The special position of I — a point with three conjunctions and
the three possible propositions;
2) The ambiguous nature of but (which could have been positive at some
stage of the process, as mais was etymologically in French. It still has the
sense of "more" in the expression "je n'en puis mais": I could do no more);
3) That nor can have the force of and or of a double exclusion, and that it
decides whether the figure is of type 4 or 5.
5. Historie time
The above considerations, which allow the establishment of proposition I
as a function of possibilities and contradictions to be considered as subject
to the rational conditions imposed by a construction in space, allow the problem of time to be treated with a new degree of precision.
I represents a situation where the establishment of a state is an internai
fact. R and C Bach represent an externat situation. The actual experience
serving to locate I is the result of a successful confrontation: an adaptation.
It is now open to us to interpret the verbs "to have" (assimilation) and "to be"
(adaptation), the former being spread through space, the latter being concentrated at a point. These verbs are such that one may write, using the substitutions proposed by Lewis Carroll:
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Romeo is in love with Juliet,
Romeo has Juliet's love.
However, rather than succumb to the temptation to comment at length
as this suggests on the position of verbs and nouns, only the outlines of the
overall process of adaptation will be considered here.
Logically, propositions R and C are still problematic, even though I has
already been taken as axiomatic. As for N, which has been left out since the
beginning of the process, it may eventually reappear after an experienced event,
showing its presence by a complete transformation of the reinterpreted virtual
group IN RC. Let us see how this might work.
That N, that is to say the contradiction or the negation of the original
proposition, continues to exist implicitly would have been made clear if,
instead of choosing R to complete the example, it had been necessary to write
C. The logical equivalence of C.R with N is shown throughout any events
which have been logically experienced, that is to say in historie logic, by the
following modification: if Romeo counts on being loved in return, and is not
in fact loved, then he will himself cease to love.
This framework, which is discussed particularly in the chapter of La logique
de l'histoire dealing with "determination", is fundamental to any manifestation of an event. It implies that a deception displaces the subject with
respect to its environment: the proposition N established over a face in the
case of the figure described above must now replace I, which is established
at a point. The graph will be said to be normal if the main proposition is a
positive proposition I, which can if necessary be the proposition that Romeo
does not know, or hates, Juliet. The passage from one static normal state to
another different static normal state is effected by a substitution which implies
that recourse must be had to a negation (this is obvious) but also to a rearrangement which involves the re-creation of the virtual group IN RC. That is,
recourse must be had to the third dimension which is made rationally necessary
even though logical effort has a strong preference for expression in the plane.
In other words, time, or more generally any significant instant during a
period of change, is marked by a rational transformation of some spatial
representation which necessitates the temporary use of an extra dimension for
formal operations.
The ideas presented here are so important that they must be considered
in greater detail before they are applied to the study of events. Nevertheless, before going on with this abstract study, certain initial results may be
touched upon.
6. Actual experience and logical exploration
It is easy to demonstrate the correspondence between the various stages of an
actual experience, with due regard to the different possible ways in which
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the experience may develop and to the various fashions in which the graph may
show exclusions added one after another in the determined order. We recall
that this order is devcloped in three-dimensional space, between states
and 4; states 5 and 6 may be inscribed in just two dimensions (but require
four colours in a plane diagram).
To simplify the discussion of the different stages of experience, different
tenses of the verb will be used, but without for the moment entering deeply
into the relationship between logical and chronological significance.
As we have seen, a historical fact develops in three phases. The second
phase includes several mutually exclusive possibilities, which do not exist in
the third phase exccpt as memories. In what follows the numbers refer to
successive logical states. State 0, mentioned below for completeness, corresponds to a completely abstract preceding situation with no constraints.
Phase 1:

— (0) Romeo loves Juliet (1) but does not know (2) whether Juliet loves
him (3a) or does not love him (3b).
Phase 2:
— First possibility: Romeo loves Juliet who loves him (4a).
— Second possibility: Romeo who loved Juliet and who was loved by her

(4a) still loves her although she no longer loves him (5a).
— Third possibility: Romeo loves Juliet even though he is not loved by her
-

(4b) and he will continue to love her (5b).
Fourth possibility: Romeo no longer loves Juliet since he is not loved by
her (a return to stage 1 with a change of pivotai node).

Phase 3 (continuation of the first three possibilities abovc):

— Romeo loves Juliet absolutely (for ever) (6).
These different states may be represented as shown below (the numbers
refer back in the obvious way to ail the preceding tables):
0

—1

6

There is a great deal that could be said about this representation. We content
ourselves with pointing out that:
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1) This figure corresponds exactly to the diffèrent stages in which the acute
angles of a trihedral are made obtuse, and also to the stages in which the
negations written at the pivotai node of a graph are transformed into colourings of the plane;
2) A choice must be made between 3a and 3b when leaving 2, and between
5b and -1 when leaving 4b;
3) The plane graphical representation grows from 1 to 6, that is to say
becomes richer as certainty increases. It is no longer necessary to have
recourse to the third dimension when this certainty becomes real and unconditional;
4) A move from 4b to -1 implies the operation RC = N as defincd. A move
to 5b means that this product rule is irrelevant.
We may also point out that a small number of additions to the path 1, 4a,
6 would allow the whole of the play from which the example is taken to be
brought into considération. Furthermore this may also provide a specification of the dilemma "to be or not to be".
7. Some applications
ln the preceding development several difilculties have been treated by pretermission, that is to say that, although they have been pointed out and dismissed
as irrelevant, they should now be considered from a new viewpoint for their
own sake. The most important of them at this stage concerns the conditions
under which a logical representation using the device of the third dimension
may, with the help of appropriate conventions, be made equivalent to a representation in just two dimensions. We small see that the method takes on,
particularly for both psychosociological and historical interpretation, a fundamental importance.
The method makes reference to the conditions under which Euclidean
space allows the properties of perpendicular constructions to be reduced to
Chose of a plane. It relates to anything, in individual or collective representations, whether of events or of works, which tends to reduce onto the surface
those parts which supported the vertical weight. No less does it refer, in a
symmetrical fashion, to those conditions which force an escape into three
dimensions despite the strong coherence of situations which can be described
in a single plane.
Three examples will be used to illustrate this scheme.
The first is taken from the history of the French Revolution. The events
which took place between the 20th June and the 4th August may be studied in
as much detail as one chooses. However, no study will account in a simple
fashion for the strange phenomenon known by the evocative narre of the
bishop who set it in train: the kiss of Lamourette. A wave of enthusiasm
as powerful as it is ephemeral sweeps through the National Assembly, abolish-
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ing privilege and proclaiming equal rights for all. In all the descriptions
of this period, and in works which refer to it, as much in reality as in fiction,
there is an obsession with the clash between the plane and anything which
is vertical (cf. appendix III).
For a second example, we may perhaps dare to touch on one of the mort
controversial problems of our time: the way in which Stalinism took the place
of the comradeship predicted by the Manifesto of 1848. The Bolsheviks
counted on the support of the German proletariat. But this expected reciprocation did not corne about, and the response produced by events in
Germany took the form of a correlative. The entire Soviet mentality was
affected by this, the orthodox communists finding themselves left without
arguments, and allowing bureaucracy to be re-established without objecting,
as if they had been in court and faced by a prosecutor. Reconsideration of
the political situation changed back to become the well-known experience
of State hierarchies, in just the same way as the real logic of the normal group
IR cannot change into that of the non-normal group NC except by passing
once again through the vertical phase of the group INRC (cf. appendix IV).
The third example takes us back to the conceptual experience of the 18th
and 19th centuries, more particularly to the time of Monge, whose work is,
on this point, extremely significant. It concerns the totality of collective
experience which the représentation had to undergo before the symbol
could lead to a geometric interpretation. This interpretation is very much
later than the introduction of the symbol by Tartaglia and Cardan. John
Wallis suspected its possibility in 1685, and the well-known diagram is attributed to Joseph Argand (1806), but nevertheless crcdit for the definition of
complex numbers is due to Gauss (1832). A light is thus thrown on the correlation between social and mental phenomena, inasmuch as the great mathematical schools of this period were established in England, France, and
Germany, in the same chronological order as the sweeping social changes in
these countries.
One might also note that it is apparently on the eve of the conversion of
Eastern Asia to Islam that words meaning "a column" were also used to
designate the horizontal arm of a balance (cf also appendix HI, in fine).
Naturally it is not possible that the whole of history should be reduced to
a series of models of this kind, such that one may show that the models are
not completely additive, unless the conditions on the representation used are
modified: in particular, unless spaces of higher dimension are considcred.
This means, as might have been foreseen from the history of complex numbers,.
that only certain particular events are brought out by this method of analysis.
There exist events happening over a long period of time for which this kind
of model is relevant. But in this case it is the link with superficial events
which évades description. A fortiori, might one not hope that these elementary
arguments might suitably be applied to events made essential by La logique de
l'histoire because they mark out the development of science.
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In other words, history unfolds on several levels, among which sometimes
one, sometimes another is apparent, although the interrelations between
levels, which are acted upon by operators of considerably greater complexity,
are never clear.
It is not impossible that it might one day be shown that those deep operators are not reducible to logic. Indeed perhaps one should say that such a
demonstration has already been made, Gôdel's Theorem being precisely this.
Nevertheless it is possible to explore certain of the mechanisms at work behind
events which happen. It is then necessary to invoke other problematic
mechanisms: this is a topic to which we shall return.

APPENDIX I
The nature of the relationship between the psychologist and the historian should be underlined. The latter cannot hope either to perform or w check the work of the former; he
can only choose, from among the resuits, those which are most helpful. The first theorics
of the origin of intellectual functions proposed by Janet, \Vallon, Piaget, and also by Watson
and his school, did not refer to this group of Klein's. The conclusions of the present paper
follow equally from this earlicr work, but at the price of a long, mainly intuitive devclopment.
The new theory proposed by Jean Piaget allows the argument to be considerably reduced,
and to render it much more concise. The interest of this collaboration between historians
and psychologists is that it allows a logical link to be made between the way in which a
situation develops, and the attitude, in turn coherent and distractcd, of the men involved
in it.
In this instance I should like to thank Jean Blaise Grize, the logician who is most closely
associated with the psychological experiments at Geneva, for having read and checked the
manuscript of this paper.

APPENDIX II
Some comment is necessary on this point in order to forestall objections which might otherwise
be raised to the distinction between types 2 and 3 as they will be defined later on. If the sum
of the angles of an isosceles triangle is 180 degrees, this can also be a property of a nonisosceles triangle.

r
isosceles 180°

isosceles not 180°

180° isosceles

180° not isosceles

At the vertex I the configuration is introduced into the group of formulations such as:
b can be a, b is not necessarily a, b is a or not a. Wilde, in the example considered later,
either ir or ic, but not both, is of opposite sign to in, in this case ir and ic (possible) are
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together different from in (impossible). This indicates that a distinction must be made
bctween configurations 2 and 3 More the choices selected by type 4 are made. We shall
have occasion later to return to the importance of transits between types 2 and 3.

APPENDIX III
Different weight naturaily attaches to the distinction between "superficial" representation
and representation depth" according to the interests which are affccted. The debates
in the National Assembly which followed the night of the 4th of August are revealing in
this respect. Let us consider, for instance, the debate which accepts the report from the
Chatelet concluding that a plot against the king lay at the root of the Days of October 1789.
The accusation thus brought against Mirabeau and the duc d'Orléans is similar to that
made by the town-council of Toulouse against Toulouse-Lautrec on a charge of conspiring
against the Assembly. For Cazalcs and for the 148 signatories (96 nobles, 44 churchmen)
of a similar protest the first case is a capital crime and the second a venial fault. On the other
hand, the majority of the Assembly (especially the commoners) treats the two cases exactly
alike.
At the same time, the Abbé Gregory discusses the tree of tyranny, the gencalogical trce of
monarchical legitimacy, whose roots are buried in past centuries, whose haughty shade
poisons the ground and which must be ripped up. In its place, and indced everywhere,
will be planted many young trces of liberty, whose healthy freshness will invite the free and
equal citizens to desist from their quarrels and their lawsuits, and to make peace with one
another in all parts of the nation. Later, the Forest will become the symbol of the Carbonari
against the Restorations. This passage from the vertical to the horizontal finds an exact
parallel in the destruction of the Bastille, whose Stones are then used to build the Pont de la
Concorde. When in "The Charterhouse" Stendhal wishes to describc a democratic revolution in Parma (a Bonapartist prince succecds his father, a fervent admirer of Louis XIV)
he imagines it to be triggercd off by this signal: a high water-tower is emptied, and its
contents spread out over the earth. All the imagery of this period refers to this search for
the horizontal, against which Bonaparte, now become Napoléon, will soon be fighting in
an effort to replace it by his hierarchy: similarly, he will struggle to rebuild a colossal monument, the plaster design for which, identical with that intended by the architect to honour
Louis XV, will remain on the empty site of the Bastille until the erection of the Colonne de
Juillet.
In an entircly diffèrent contcxt, similar imagery is used in the chronicle of Bayaq to explain
the impression loft by the revolution which put an end to the despotism of Al Mutawakkil.
A sacred cypress said to have been planted by Zoroaster was greatly venerated by his followers.
The caliph had it eut down and taken to Samara. When it had been brought at great
expense to within a day's journey of the city, it was loft there stretchcd out on the ground.
On that vcry day, indeed, Baghir, the chia slave, had his master the caliph assassinated.

APPENDIX IV
If we anticipate to some extent a later study, a few supplementary remarks will allow us to
suggest how, in this instance, logic has a bcaring on economics, and also how the most up-todate represcntational universcs seem to undergo the same "transformations" as the mythological systems of thought analyzed by Claude Lévi-Strauss, which we oursclves have also
systematized starting from the same premises as are used in this paper.
In Russia as in Germany the abolition of monarchical authority lcads to a choice. The
fact that in the East power is embodied in the soviets, while in the West Liebknecht cannot
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make them prevail, is evidence of a structural constraint between power and the means of
production. German industrialization, rapid and thoroughgoing, is developed in a society
where corporate spirit so far as it exists favours concentrations of power which prop up the
tottering state. In 1919 universal suffrage gave rise, at the expense of the loft wing, to a
centrist majority whose characteristics can be recognized in a former socialist: Stresemann.
Lenin on the othcr hand, trying to satisfy the desires of the peasants, who are paradoxically
even more strongly attached to their communal way of life since the abolition of serfdom,
holds at first that "all power is spread over the country". It is because the centrist majority, elected to Kerensky's advantagc in July 1917, wished to oppose this (provisional)
dismantling of central power that it lost control at St Petersburg.
But besidcs this, at an active level, processes arc at work which foreshadow these avatars,
and which are giving birth to the institutions which will embody their results. The army
plays an essential role. In both cases it is divided into a traditional army and a savage
army. The first, in Russia, wants war; in Germany . , it will impose peace. The second,
in Russia, desires peace; whcreas in Germany it maintains the warlike spirit, particularly
on the Eastern front. It is there that free brigades and corps will be formcd, soon to be seen
again in Roehm's Sturm Abteilungen. This spirit, which arises from a long East German
tradition, helps to explain the lack of success of the policy of fraternization on which the
Bolsheviks, inspired by Frunzé, werc rclying.
The Gcrman military situation, exactly like the Russian situation but in reverse, favours,
and in the areas where the armies are in contact even helps to make necessary, the transmutation of the savage Russian army into the Red Army. Trotsky's work makes a return to
centralism by the Soviet state inevitable. Frunzé will naturally become the short-lived
mediator bctween Trotskyism and Stalinisrn.
But Germany is left at the mercy of a crisis in the capitalist system, which, in the thirties,
provokes a profound change corresponding to that which the Bolsheviks had had to undergo
ten years previously: the Nazi state abrogates its treatics, and replaces the agitation of the
Sturm Abteilungen by a general remilitarization of the whose country. In this case it is Roehm
who is the mediator and also the victim of this transformation, as Frunzé had apparently
been during the corresponding events in Russia. This profound Gcrman change makes
Stalin's position even more unquestionabie, and his development from then on is both symmetric with, but opposite to, that of Hitler. The more this parallelism is examined in detail,
the more exact it is seen to be.
We should repeat, however, that parallelism is not identity. It is established between
two opposing systems, in which, behind the surface similarities of their situations, may be
discerned the divisive forces of social, economic, and scientific evolution, which give to
history its depth.
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